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Think you know rifle shooting? You will after reading Abcs of Rifle Shooting by David Watson! With

this comprehensive look at the elements you need to connect with your target, you'll get not only the

Abcs, but the Ds through Zs, too! Inside, you'll find: Getting accurate--bolts to bullets, barrels to

breathing, no detail is missed. Optics, accessories, why and when they help. Beyond windage:

spin-drift, the Coriolis effect, atmospheric pressures and more explained. And much, much more!

The hundreds of details that go into making an accurate shot--at any distance, in any place--are all

right here in Gun Digest's Abcs of Rifle Shooting. Indeed, if you could have only one volume on the

art of triggering your rifle consistently, accurately, every time you line up your sights on a distant

target, this is the book to have.
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I have been hunting and target shooting for a fair few years now. I bought this book because I

wanted a complete resource, to go back and correct my bad habits and get the most out of what I've

got. This book has spelled it out for me and given me much more than I thought I would get. It

covers the basics of rifle tuning, reloading and shooting technique, it also covers advanced

techniques and methods, from extreme ballistic calculations and barrel tuning for harmonics, to

reloading for absolute accuracy and how to develop muscle memory to hold the same shooting

position first time, every time. This book is going to pay for itself over and over again with my range

scores and next time I go hunting, and still help me to improve. Less than a box of ammo, definitely

worth the read. AAA+++



This guy clearly knows what he is talking about. This is a general overview of the various aspects of

accurate long-range rifle shooting. The author clearly knows what he is talking about. He discusses

most of the key points in a logical breakdown.This is not a compilation of magazine articles from a

gun magazine. It is a focused and well organized book. I hope he does a followup that delves into

the details like The Ultimate Sniper.

A nice, easy, informative read that is hard to put down.Will be of interest to most shooters. One to

keep.

Easy to read and very interesting book. I would reccomend the ABCs of rifle shooting to shooters of

all levels.

If tasked to choose a single book to recommend to a new rifle shooter, this would be it. From rifle

and ammunition selection to learning the science and lingo associated with shooting, this book has

you covered. New shooters will benefit greatest, but even the experienced marksman will learn a

thing or two as well. Noting the title of the book, it's far more than just the ABCs, but the LMNOPs as

well!!

Very comprehensive coverage of the topic on rifles. Also has a good perspective on not being

enticed with the newest models when classics are still worth owning

I found the book a great intro for a beginner on all the factors that affect accuracy and the choice of

accessories.
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